Prostatic stem cell marker identified by cDNA microarray in mouse.
Identifying prostatic stem cells is important to elucidate the mechanisms by which the prostate develops and control prostate cancer. We recently reported that the proximal region of the mouse prostate contains a population of stem cells. However, to our knowledge the specific marker of stem cells in the proximal region remains unknown. We performed cDNA microarray analysis of cells obtained from the proximal region and from the remaining regions in dorsal prostates to identify several candidate stem cell markers. After we focused on 1 candidate among them we confirmed the expression of this candidate gene by reverse transcriptase-polymerase chain reaction analysis and immunohistochemistry. We also investigated the relation between positive cells for this marker and those for telomerase reverse transcriptase. Finally, we investigated the functional potential of prominin positive cells in 3-dimensional culture. Seven of 4,800 genes analyzed showed proximal/remaining ratios greater than 20. Of these genes we focused on prominin because it is a cell surface marker widely used to identify and isolate stem cells from various organs. We found a prominin positive cell population enriched in the basal cell layer in the proximal region, and the coincidence of prominin and telomerase reverse transcriptase immunostaining. We also found that prominin positive cells gave rise to numerous and large-branched ducts, whereas prominin negative cells formed far fewer such structures in 3-dimensional culture. A small population of prominin positive cells in the mouse prostate basal layer of the proximal region represents a stem cell population.